When electric current flows through a molecular junction, the molecule constantly charges and discharges by tunnelling electrons. These charging and discharging events occur at specific but random times and separated by stochastic time intervals. These time intervals can be associated with dwelling time for a charge (electron or hole) to reside on the molecule. In this paper, the statistical properties of these time intervals are studied and general formula for their distribution is derived. The theory is based on the Markovian master equation which takes into account transitions between vibrational states of charged and neutral molecule in the junction. Two quantum jump operators are identified from the Liouvillian of the master equation -one corresponds to charging of the molecule and the other discharges the molecule back to neutral state. The quantum jump operators define the conditional probability that given that the molecule was charged by a tunneling electron at time t, the molecule becomes neutral at later time t + τ discharging the electron to the drain electrode. Statistical properties of these time intervals τ are studied with the use of this distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Single-molecule electronics is the active field of research in chemical physics which has recently seen many advances.
1,2 The molecular electronics has been promoted for decades as something to replace silicon based electronics (the dreams that never really came through), but rather it has successfully grown into an integral part of modern chemical physics that gives unique and otherwise unavailable opportunities to study the fundamental issues of quantum mechanics and non-equilibrium statistical physics of individual electron transfer events.
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One of the main feature that distances molecular electronics from other nanoscale electron transport systems is the structural "softness" and as a consequence the possibility to observe current-induced "chemistry". [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The electric current is an average quantity -it tells us how much energy is dissipated per unit time in the molecule, but chemical-triggered reactions do not only depend on the power pumped into the molecule but also on dwelling time allowed for an extra electrons (or holes) to reside on the molecular bridge (if the molecule remains charged for a considerable time when the electric field between electrodes has a chance to produce a significant deformation of the molecular geometry).
Electric current is a series of single electron quantum tunneling events separated by random time intervals, that means the molecular bridge undergoes the continuous sequence of charging and discharging events also separated by random time intervals. This paper focuses on the statistical properties of these time intervals and address the following questions. How long does the fluctuating charge stays on the molecule when the current flows through it? What is the distribution of these times and what are the statistical properties of this distribution? How do the vibrational dynamics and the coupling between electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom influence the distribution of the charging times?
This work is based on the ideas of the waiting time distribution (WTD) -the theoretical approach to study statistics of individual electron tunnelling events in nanoscale systems. 20, 21 WTD is an alternative and complementary to widely used in quantum transport methods of full counting statistics. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] WTD has recently gained a significant popularity in quantum transport research due to its intuitively clear interpretation and flexibility in design of various extensions for a wide range of statistical applications. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] Traditional WTD is a conditional probability distribution that we observe the electron transfer in the detector electrode at time t + τ given that an electron was detected in the same electrode at time t. In our recent studies, 36, 43 we used WTD to analyse the electron transport through molecular junctions with electron-vibration coupling. In this paper, WTD notion is adopted to study different kind of probability distribution which is related to the temporal fluctuations of the molecular charging state rather than electric current, namely, we will define and explore the conditional probability distribution that given that the molecule was charged by the tunneling electron at time t, the molecule becomes neutral at later time t + τ discharging an electron to the drain electrode. This type of WTD follows the same philosophy as tunneling and residence time distributions explored in papers. 40, 41 This distribution will be used in our paper to study statistical properties of temporal fluctuations of molecular charging states in a current-carrying junction with electron-vibration interaction.
The paper is organised as follows. Section II describes the master equations, defines charging and discharging quantum jump operators, and gives the derivation of main equations for WTDs. In section III, we present analytical and numerical study of statistical properties of the waiting times between charging and discharging events in a molecular junction with electron-vibration interaction. Section IV summarises the main results of the paper.
We use natural units for quantum transport throughout the paper:h = k B = e = 1. 
II. THEORY
To have a specific model, let us suppose that when an electron is transferred to the molecule from the electrodes, the molecule becomes negatively charged and when this electron leaves, the molecule comes back to the neutral state. This scenario corresponds to the case of electron transport through a single resonant level above the equilibrium Fermi energy of the electrodes. The opposite case of a molecular bridge acquiring a positive charge (transport through a resonant level which is below the Fermi energy) can be considered likewise and we will simply give the final expression for this process for the comparison in the end of this section.
We begin with the following intuitively obvious master equatioṅ
where P 0q (t) is the probability that the molecule is neutral and occupied by q vibrational quanta at time t, P 1q (t) is the probability that the molecule is charged and occupied by q vibrational quanta at time t. The transition rates and the model are explained in Figure 1 . The rate Γ α 0q ′ ,1q describes the transition from charged state and q vibrations to the electronically neutral state with q ′ vibrations by the electron transfer from the molecule to α = S, D electrode and the rate Γ α 1q ′ ,0q describes the transition to charged state from the originally neutral molecule by electron transfer from α electrode simultaneously changing the vibrational state from q to q ′ .
We will work with the probability vector ordered such that the probabilities to observe the molecule in neutral and charged states are grouped in pairs of equal number of the vibrational quanta:
. . .
where N is the total number of vibrational quanta included into the calculations. It is useful for our derivations to define the identity vector of length 2N :
The normalisation of the probability is given by the scalar product
Using P(t) we write the master equation (1,2) in a matrix formṖ
where L is the Liouvillian operator. From the Liouvillian operator we can identify two quantum jump operators corresponding to the processes of molecular charging and discharging by tunnelling electrons. These quantum jump operators are 2N × 2N matrices which are determined by considering their actions on the probability vector. For our discussion of charging and discharging processes it is sufficient to define the two jump operators: the jump operator J d for transferring an electron from the molecule to the drain electrode (discharging in our case)
and the operator J c which describes electron transfer from the source electrode to the molecule (charging)
Each quantum jump is associated with the corresponding quantum measurement operator. If P(t) is the probability vector before the measurement, then after the quantum jump detection it collapses to the vector
where M c/d is the quantum measurement operator related to the jump J c/d . We first extract from the total Liouvillian the part which generates the evolution without electron transfer from the molecule to the drain electrode
and re-write master equation (6) aṡ
Next, (11) is converted to the integral equation
which then is resolved as a series
We truncate this series at the first integral and that is sufficient to define the required time distributions. The initial probability vector is chosen as
where P describes the non-equilibrium steady state. This choice of the initial state implies that the charging of the molecule by an electron transfer from the source electrode is detected at time t = 0 in the steady state regime and then we start to monitor the system for discharging events:
Using electron detection operator (9), we rewrite (14) in a form which explains the probabilistic meanings of the integral term and, consequently, enables extraction of an expression for the probability distribution of the time delay between charging and discharging events:
Let us now interpret (15) . The first term, e L0t M c P, is the contribution to the probability vector from all measurements where no electron transfer from the molecule to the drain electrode to occur up to time t after the initial molecular charging at time t = 0. The physical meaning of the integral term in (15) is deduced using the following arguments. 43, [45] [46] [47] The molecule is charged by transferring electron into the molecule from the source electrode at time t = 0 (term M c P), then no detection of an electron transfer to the drain electrode occurs up to time t 1 ("idle" evolution operator e L0t1 ), then the detection of the discharging of the molecule by transferring an electron to the drain electrode is observed at time t 1 (quantum measurement operator M d ), and finally the system "idle" without electron transfer up to time t. Therefore, the pre-factor (I, J d e L0t1 J c P)/(I, J c P) should be understood as the probability of observing this process.
The main result of this section is summarized in the equation below. The distribution of waiting times between charging and discharging events in molecular junction is
The derivations for fluctuating positive charge (transport through highest occupied molecular orbital resonant level) can be performed along exactly the same lines and give
These distributions are conceptually similar to tunnelling and residence time distributions proposed for electron transport through a single resonant level, 40,41 though we use different definition of the "idle" Liouvillian here. It is instructive to contrast definitions (16) and (17) with standard WTD used in electron transport theory which is a conditional probability to observe the electron transfer in the detector electrode given that an electron was detected in the same detector electrode at earlier time
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III. MODEL CALCULATIONS
Our study of statistical properties of time delays separating charging and discharging events will be based on the following idealised model. The molecule is attached to two macroscopic leads (source and drain) held at different chemical potentials and is represented by a single molecular orbital linearly coupled to local vibration. The Hamiltonian is
where ǫ 0 is the energy or the molecular orbital, ω is the vibrational frequency, and λ is the strength of electronvibration coupling. a † (a) creates (annihilates) an electron on molecular orbital, and b + (b) is bosonic creation (annihilation) operator for the molecular vibration. The transition rates are given by the Fermi golden rule expressions:
and
The rates depend on Fermi-Dirac occupation numbers for the electrode states f α , Franck-Condon factor X′ , and electronic level broadening function γ α . The FranckCondon factor
is determined by the strength of the electron-vibration coupling λ.
Master equation (1,2) describes non-equilibrium dynamics of the molecular vibrations and this fully nonequilibrium case will shortly be considered numerically. First, we take the limit where the vibration is maintained in thermodynamic equilibrium at some temperature T ; it enables us to obtain analytical expressions for the probability distributions. This limit physically means that the molecular vibration is attached to its own bath, which can be, for example, a solvent around the molecular junction or surface phonons in metal electrodes.
To implement this limit we use the following separable ansatz for the probabilities
which assumes that the vibration maintains the equilibrium distribution at all time. The master equation (1,2) is reduced to evolution equation for the probabilities to observe the molecule in neutral and charged states, P 0 and P 1 , respectively:
where the vibration averaged rates are defined as
and the total rates include contributions from the source and drain electrodes Γ mn = α Γ α mn . We write discharging and charging quantum jump operators in a matrix form and also as a dyadic product of two vectors
Next, straightforward vector algebra brings the WTD between charging and discharging events to
where
Here "eq" subscript in the time distribution indicates the equilibrium molecular vibration (and, of course, electrons are still in non-equilibrium). This expression can be further evaluated and brought to the following analytic form
The bi-exponential dependence of the distribution function is a consequence of rare extreme events, electron tunnelling against the current flow from the molecule to the source electrode or from the drain electrode back to the molecule. Taking the high-voltage limit, which means the suppression of the back-scattering electron transfer,
yields single-exponent WTD Fig. 2 shows the WTDs for between molecular charging and discharging processes computed for different values of the electron-vibration coupling strength. WTDs for equilibrated vibration are calculated using (28) and fully non-equilibrium WTDs are computed numerically via (16) . All distributions attain their maximum values at τ = 0, therefore the mode waiting times between charging and discharging process is always zero. The electron-vibrational interaction has the opposite effect on the behaviour of rime distributions for equilibrium and non-equilibrium molecular vibrations. The increasing strength of electron-vibrational interaction significantly squeezes the non-equilibrium time distribution but the equilibrium one is just sightly stretched to the longer than average waiting times. These different behaviours can be understood based on the following considerations. In the equilibrium regime, the molecular vibrational state is forced to be populated to a given temperature irrespective to electronic degrees of freedom and, as a result, the time distribution function (when scaled by its average waiting time τ ) shows only small dependence on the strength of the electron-vibration coupling. That means that in the case of forcefully equilibrated molecular vibrations, the strength of the electron-vibration coupling affect mostly the average value leaving the other WTD parameters intact. Contrary, in non-equilibrium case, the different numbers of vibrational quanta can be dynamically excited and de-excited by tunneling electrons and, therefore, the electron-vibration interaction plays a critical role for these processes. Figure 3 shows the average time delay between molecular charging and discharging events as a function of WTDs -this is due to the significant admixture of backscattering electron transfers from the molecule back to the source electrode or from the drain electrode to the molecule. When the backscattering processes are suppressed by the voltage bias (V sd > ∼ 0.5), the RSD becomes exactly 1 for the equilibrium vibrations that means that w eq (τ ) is reduced to a single exponential form (31) . The WTD for non-equilibrium vibrations also becomes single exponential in the voltage range 0.5 < ∼ V sd < ∼ 1.5, since here the backscattering processes are already suppressed by the voltage bias but inelastic vibrational channels for electron transport have not been opened yet. The further increase of voltage above the excitation threshold for inelastic channels leads to the increase RSD, which means that the non-equilibrium WTD becomes a multiexponential (i.e., multichannel) distribution.
The numerical calculations elucidate the origin of small spikes in the RSD voltage dependence seen in Figure 4 for the non-equilibrium vibrations. These spikes occur only at the opening of new vibrational transport channels and they are due to electron backscattering events governed by the rates Γ D 1q,0q ′ and Γ S 0q,1q ′ with q, q ′ > 0. If these rates are set to zero, the RSD spikes vanish. The parallel can be drawn with the well-known phenomena in electron current noise -the noise is small when the single channel dominates the transport and grows once the electron transport is distributed along several channels. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a theoretical approach to compute statistical distributions of waiting times between charging and discharging process in a molecular junction with electron-vibration interaction. The approach is based on the use of Markovian master equation with exact treatment of electron-vibration interaction to describe electron transport through a molecular junction. Two quantum jump operators responsible for molecular bridge charging and discharging were extracted from the Liouvillian of the master equation. These jump operators were used to develop WTD for time delays between charging and discharging events. The statistics of these events were studied analytically and numerically for a model molecular junction described by the Holstein Hamiltonian.
The main observations are
• For the case of equilibrium vibrations, the distribution of waiting times between molecular charging and discharging processes is bi-exponential -the dominant exponent represent the electron transport from the molecule to the drain electrode, while the other exponent reflects the presence of the rare (at high voltage) electron tunneling events where an electron is moving against the average electric current flow.
• The WTDs between charging and discharging events have distinct dependence of the strength of electron-vibration coupling. For weak electronvibration coupling (λ = 1) there is not much difference between WTDs for equilibrium and nonequilibrium vibrations, whereas as the strength of electron-vibration coupling grows (λ = 2, 3), the non-equilibrium WTD narrows down to its mode time (τ = 0) but equilibrium WTD spreads to the much longer than its average waiting times. Once scaled by their average waiting times, the equilibrium WTD shows much less dependence on λ than its non-equilibrium counterpart.
• Analysis of the WTDs using RSD (noise-to-signal ratio for measuring average waiting time between charging and discharging processes) shows that dynamical openings of elastic and inelastic vibrational transport channels by the increasing voltage bias lead to significant increase of the RSD (> 1) for non-equilibrium vibrational dynamics indicating multi-exponential nature of non-equilibrium WTD.
